Research on Grid scheduling nowadays, focuses in solving three problems such as finding a good algorithm, automating the process, and building a flexible, scalable, and efficient scheduling mechanism. The complexity of scheduling predicament increases linearly with the size of the Grid. Submitted jobs in Grid environment are put in queue due to the large number of jobs submission. An adequate Grid scheduling technique used to schedule these jobs and sending them to their assigned resources. This paper simulates in C programming First Come First Served (FCFS) and Highest Response Ratio Next (HRRN) Grid scheduling algorithms. A good scheduling algorithm normally shows lower value of total waiting and schedule time. Hence, HRRN was selected because of the algorithm outperform the existing gLite Grid middleware scheduling. From the simulation result proof HRRN has better performance of total waiting time due to the priority scheme policy implementation in scheduler.
Introduction
The scheduling predicament, in general, has been studied broadly in many areas, especially in transportation systems, industrial operations, and system control. Today, the scheduling in a Grid computing involves much manual administrative work. Research on Grid scheduling focuses on solving three problems: finding a good schedule, automating the scheduling process, and building a flexible, scalable, and efficient scheduling mechanism.
Grid consists of geographically distributed and heterogeneous communication, computation and storage resources that may belong to different administrative domains, but can be shared among users [1] .
The most significant advantage of Grid computing is collaboration of many computers (resources) in a network forming one single powerful computer to perform processing of extra ordinary tasks, which requires a great number of computing speed and processing capabilities. Grid Computing can be thought of as distributed and large-scale cluster computing and as a form of network-distributed parallel processing. The aim of the Grid is to provide the ability to manage all the computing resources across different administrative domains which cannot be completed by traditional clusters or distributed computing.
Submitted jobs in Grid environment are put in queue due to the large number of jobs submission. Therefore an efficient scheduling technique is needed to manage the jobs efficiently. Throughout the years, many scheduling techniques were researched but still there is a long waiting time to schedule these jobs and sending them to their assigned resources.
The main purpose of scheduling is to satisfy users and system demands in dealing with waiting time of a job. An efficient scheduler is when the scheduler can pass the job to the resources at a low schedule time with minimum waiting time.
Many scheduling algorithms were used to minimize the waiting time in Grid computing. One of it is First Come First Served (FCFS) which seems inefficient when dealing with large sizes jobs where small sizes jobs need to wait a long time to be process whenever there are large sizes jobs queuing in front. Hence, this paper focuses on the performance of Highest Response Ratio Next (HRRN) scheduling algorithm which promotes "aging priority scheme". The HRRN was chosen because of its heuristic feature that deems as important to the Grid scheduling. Computer simulation was used to demonstrate this inspiring result.
Related Works
Schedulers are responsible for the management of jobs, such as allocating resources needed for any specific job, partitioning of jobs to schedule parallel execution of tasks, data management, event correlation, and etc. These schedulers then form a hierarchical structure, with meta-schedulers that form the root and other lower level schedulers, while providing specific scheduling capabilities that form the leaves [2].
This section gives review a set of heuristic algorithms with schedule meta-task to heterogeneous computing system. Meta-task can be defined as a collection of independent tasks with no data dependencies [3] . In static computing environment, each machine executes a single task at a time.
Heuristic algorithms are more adaptive to the Grid environment [4] where both applications and resources are highly diverse and dynamic. Heuristic algorithms will make the most realistic assumptions about a prior knowledge concerning process and system loading characteristics. It also represents the solutions to the scheduling problem which cannot give optimal answers but only require the most reasonable amount of cost and other system resources to perform their function. A number of heuristic algorithms have been introduced to schedule task on heterogeneous machine. Among them are Dispatching Rule (DR) [5], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [6], First Come First Served (FCFS) [7] , and Shortest Process First (SPF) [8] .
First Come First Served (FCFS) [7] is a heuristic of this algorithm is on the priority scheme. It promotes the first task arrived to be processed first ignoring the waiting time and data sizes. In fact, this simply implements a non-preemptive
